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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighteenth Day: Tuesday, December 26, 2017 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 175-53-32-21—30%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #6 J Boys Echo (4th race)—9-5 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #3 Halo’s For Dude (1st race)—20-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)HALO’S FOR DUDE: 4th in the key prep for this; 3rd start of form cycle   
(#7)OUR AMAZING GRACE: Sneaky good debut effort at 50-1; improves 
(#8)VENEZUELAN FOREVER: Best effort to date was for $25K; hood “on” 
(#5)BIG LIZ: Chestnut improved in turf, two-turn debut; Panici stays put 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-8-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)SAUCY DON: Slides into conditioned company; gets great post draw   
(#3)BORDINI: Well-spotted by Winebaugh; third start off layoff—8-1 M.L. 
(#5)RANGER IN PARADISE: Barboza off the claim; “bullet” in holster noted 
(#6)HE’S GOT TALENT: 10X winner has annexed 2 of last 3 off the shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-5-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)MO SHOPPING: Turf-to-dirt play on point; on the drop for Pletcher   
(#6)ALTER RHYTHM: Debuts for high percentage barn; sprinters pedigree 
(#4)GRETOUKI: Toss last start in slop from a tough post; is capable fresh 
(#1)TRUMP THAT: Exits Florida-bred company but in for $50K; gets Lasix 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-4-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)J BOYS ECHO: Ran into a buzz saw in last; he’ll love the two-turn trip   
(#2)YOU’RE TO BLAME: Ridgling is better around one-turn; TAP off layoff 
(#4)JAY’S WAY: Back in for a tag today; at best going 7 to 8-furlong trip 
(#1)CAPITAL LETTERS: Good Claiming Crown try; like the cutback to 8.5F 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-4-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)DUSTY BOTTOMS: 1st-timer catches weak field; gap-free tab since Oct.   
(#1)TRIP THE QUEEN: One of few with good current form; dirt the x-factor 
(#3)GRACE B: Like the cutback to a 1-turn trip; freshened-up, 0-for-4 @ GP 
(#7)XANADU EXPRESS: Gets some class relief; third start off the sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-3-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)CIRCLE THE BASES: Tapeta-to-turf suits, drops; blinkers “off” is noted   
(#8)BODEGA BAY: Woke up on the drop; bred to handle the surface change 
(#6)UNEXPECTED VISIT: One-paced late on “good” going last time; tighter 
(#2)VIBRANT SPIRIT: Finished with interest in her lone turf try for a tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-6-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#9)SUNNYSAMMI: In snug for $16,000; fires fresh for Jason Servis barn   
(#5)GRACE APPEAL: 1st-or-2nd in 4-of-6 this year; reunited with Luis Saez 
(#4)UNBRIDLED COURAGE: Best on synthetic; the drop is main attraction 
(#1)TOUCH OF QUALITY: Won 4-of-6 starts on the turf in Hallandale Beach 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-5-4-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#5)BELLA BAILAR: Love the dirt-to-turf play; sitting on smoking 4F work   
(#6)ORECCHIETTE: Runs well fresh, loves the GP weeds; gets stalking trip 
(#9)QUALITY TIME(IRE): Improving before stopped on; fresh for Clement 
(#11)GOLDWOOD: Got late off shelf in last; tighter this time; blinkers “on” 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-9-11 
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RACE NINE 
(#11)PRINCE OF ENGLAND: He’s in a snug spot for first crack at winners   
(#5)SANAD: Bred top & bottom to relish the surface change to dirt; drops 
(#10)KING POWER: Fractious in gate, quit last time; positive jock change 
(#2)DANCE AROUND: Double-dip class drop on the money; gets in light 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-5-10-2 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)TRULY TOGETHER: Two-for-two off layoffs; consistent late kick on turf  
(#6)BROWSE: Bay miss runs well fresh, has solid turf form; versatile style 
(#3)SUSIE BEE: Drops out of stakes races; 4-time winner over GP course 
(#5)MISS NANCY: Good effort off the shelf on dirt; a tick better on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-3-5 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#4)ALL GO: Game on the rise; never missed the tri around 1-turn on turf   
(#10)POLICY PORTFOLIO: Rough start costly in last; fires late for Sukie 
(#5)DIAMOND MINT: Set a hot pace, stayed on last time; useful turf form 
(#2)SAL’S JET: Has improved in each start off the sidelines; 8-1 on M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-5-2 
 
 
  


